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A'I experimental investigation of the venting of cylindrical containers partially filleU 
witn initial!y Saturated liquids was previously conducted under zero-gravity conditions 
8; *&e NASA Lewis Research Center %second zero grsvity facility, and coinpared with 
z?~!ytdczl model which aetermined the effect of interfacial mass transfer on the 
u 3 q e  pressure response during venting. A new model is proposed here to improve the 
estimation of the interfacid mss transfer. Du9mnel's superpsition integral is 
incoporated in this ardlysis to apro*ate the transient tmperature response of the 
interfice, treating tne liquid 2s s sew-infinite solid wim cumt~~tiwi neat transfer. 
TnE reSJkS show that this approach to estimating interfacia mass transfer gives 
injrovec re spnse  men compued to previous mogels. Hcwever, the present model st i l l  
predict$ E pressure becrease greater than those in thE experiments reported 
Tne me of tQh-energy liqujd propellants in the space program has led to a need for 
Informstlon wnceming me tnemrodynamic benat:io: of cryogenic fluids in tanks which 
arc vente2 or aepressuritea to space. Low vapor vent rates are used es a method of 
t8nk pressure control. me task of venting in kw gravity h s  been successful)y 
accomglished ouring e number of past missions wi th  venting systems that rely 
exclcslvely on u c l U a r y  vuusters to actlvely pw!tton thD liquia p,ropellant away from 
t h ~  2nk vent This method of pressure mt-01 was wequate for Short term missions 
an: aeemea ecmomlcally more feasible tnan tne weight penalty of a=rdition& insulation. 
(Ref. 7) Tne objective of the present study is to predict the press;rrr response of a . 
st;u:ateC llqulo-vapor system wwr~ m e r g d n g  a venUn5 or oepressurirbtm process In 
zerc gravity at low vent rates. 
Fig. 1 is e mematic of e typical test container, with the ljquio vepor interface 
2ssurr:m~ i hemispherjcd shape in zero-gravjty. Fig, 2 is s schemstic of the proposed 
ventjng mDde1. The I-v Interface is assumed to be planar, but with the surface ma of 
t& neaispnerjcal interface, and the contents of :le container are 8ssumed to be at 
s2turcLhn conditiom correspondjng to Pv prior to venting, t<O. Upon injtiatkm of 
. venGn;, D D ,  all properties are considered spacislly uniform but time bependent, except 
for me liqujc, whose temperature varies spacially one-dimensionally 8s well. The 
fnte:faciil temperature is the saturation tempersture corresponding tD the System 
pressure Fv. Tne analysis consists of applying the appropriate govemjng equations to 
tnree control volumes; WE vapor, the liquid-vapor hterface, and the liquid. Figures 3-5 
are schematics of these three control volumes, he vapor is treated as a lumped or 
uniform property control volume, BM the -on of mass and energy are applieu 
The interfacial mgss transfer is found by tapplying tne conservam of energy to tne 
Ifquid-vapor htertaCe. lfrpdd is 
calculate the temperature gradient of the liquid at the interface. 
For plnposes of conparim an adiabatic model, wnidr assumes no interfacial mass 
transfer, is amstxucted The analysis0 preserrted in Appencllx 0, is otnerwise imtical 
to that developed below. mis model, when amparea witn the interfacial mass transfer 
model, will a d  in evaluating the impact of interfacial mass transfer on the pressure 
responseofthesystem 
The pressure resporaes determfned with the intemcial mass transfer and aafabatic 
m e l s  are compared with me rWts from previws models and witn tne experimental 
results obtained from the short duration drop tower tests COndLlcted at the Lewis 
zero-gravity facility. 




















thermal ~lffusivity~ rn2,sec 
area0 m2 
discharge coeffldent 
specific heat at constant volume, 31kg-K 
penetration depth, m 
specific emnalpy, Jhg 
neat of vaporization. Jn<g 
thermal Conductlvlty, Wim-K 
m=, kg 
unlt mxmal vector 
pressure, N/mZ 
neat flux, W/m2 
gas Constent, m-Nh9-K 
temperam8 
gme, sec 
internal energy, 3 
specific internal energy, Jkg 
veloctty, misec 
Subscripts: 
e vented vapor 
ANALYSIS 
The integral form of the continuity and energy equations for a mUoi Voiume are 
used. 
me continuity equation is 
Tne volume V may be assumed constant, since the actual volume changes due 
evaporation are small. men, Eq (1) pecomes 
For me vapor region, Eq. (2) becomes. 
mere mi 1s tne rate of generation of vapor at the liquia-vapor interface, and me is the 
mass flow rate of tne vapor vented. For the liquid region 
Tne energy equatton is 
For purposes of the present analysls, It wll l  be assumed that: 
1. Heat UanSfer frOm the Walls 1s negligibly small 
2 NO neat transfer takes place betwem the mr and me I-v I n n  
3. lne lntenwl energy In the vapor 1s spaclally unlfom varying only wltn time. 
4. The wapr volume Is constant (volume lncregses due to evaparatlon are 
5. me interface surface area remalns constant 
7. ~ l l  vapor propertles are unlfonn at me state deflned by lv anu Pv. 
8. Tne interface temperature TkTsat 8 Pv. 
9.  ne liquid-vapr mixture is initially saturatm at Tv-n-Tsat o PV. 
For me relatively short test  times being modeled, along 14th tne low venting rates 
assumea. W e  assumptions are reasonable. For longer test times, coruluctlon from the 
walk must be taken into consiaeration. For tne vapor then, Eq. (5) recluces to 
6. The ll@d maSS I S  1- Compared to WTlOUnt eVapOI3ted. 
m 
NOW, assuming Cv-constant over a smaU temperature range, and substlwtfng Eq. (3) into 
EQ* (7): 
Expressions for 
flow analysls (Ref. 9). Slnce tne gas Is vente0 directly to a vacuum, the cnoked flow 
zssumptlon Is valla ana tne exltlng mass flow rate 1s a functlon of upstream vapor 
propertles only, glven by: 
ana he WHI now be aevelopea 
 ne mass now. rate tnrougn me vent, he, IS aetermlnea by using a clzssia ctmked 
where Cd is an experimentally determined discharge coefficlent am 
The rate of vapor  ration, mi, is detennhd from the ccmervation of energy 
equation (Eq. (5)) applied to the liquid-vapor interface Assuning no heat transfer to the 
vapor, all energy -red to tne hterfm by conduction in the liquld results in 
vaporitaim of liquid at the interface. Eq. (5) reduces ta 
For relatlvely mort perioos, where tne temperature boundary layer is small corr7pared to 
any rad11 of curvature present at tne Interface, tne liquia may be mated as a semi-infinlte 
planar solid. me surface area term, AI, wlll be the surface area of the hemisphere, tne 
shape t !  i n t e r n e  takes in zero gravity. Referring to Fig. 5, the one dimensional 
mauc t lon  equatlon is: 
Comining equations (11) and (12) gives 
Thus, the problem of 
temDerature aradient 
aetemlnlng to interfacial mass transfer is reduced to de&imirii.g the 
of the licluid at tne interface. which re- mat tne transient 
temperature ~lsu~putlon I  w ' l t ~ d  near tne I-v interface be determined. ~f the liquid 
near me I-v Interface can be considered to approgrnate a one-dimensional semi-infinite 
solla In lt's mermal benavior tne analytic solution for a step mange in surface 
temgerature, In c m c U o n  wlvl ule ftnlte form of Dunammel's superposition integral, can 
be useu to aetemlne the transient temperature disUlbuth in tne liquid The time varying 
Interface temperature is taken as me saturation temperature corresponding to the 
tns'lan'laneous system pressure, wnlch must be oeterminea appropriately from the system of 
gmernlng equatlons. 
Accordingly, the differential form of me governing equation ana the initial and 
mmdary cunditiom for the one-dimensional semi-infinite Solid, initially at uniform 
temperature To and w!m a Ftep change in surface temperature to  Ti are: 
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Here, 
ana we let 
I(x,t) Is the unsteaoy temperature resulting from a stepwise unit increase in surface 
temperature, relatlve to a unffonn initlal temperawe. I f  me increase is kept at zero until 
a certafn time t-s, and at mat Instant raised to untty and mafntained constant, the new 
temperature p(x,t) may be expressed in terms of jL(x,t) as 
Trie solutlon for p(x.t) IS glven by Eq.(18), transformed to me form of Eq. (21) as 
Solution of the system of equations for the venting problem will be performed in discrete 




Here, n Is the total number of time steps lnto Wch the process has been divlded, m 1s a 
running time Index, icmcn, and a@i,,,ls the incremental change in surface temperature, 
related to  re system vapor presswe. 
I t  Is dlfflcult to obtain a temperature gradient in tne liquid at the Interface to the 
deslred degree of preclslon fm the solution In the foxm of Eq. (24). Rather, the proceam 
followea here 1s to compute the Instantaneous temperatures at a flnlte number of polnts In 
the liquid near me Interface, uslng EQ (242 and flt these points to a third order polynomla 
using a least squares fit. The polynomlal used Is of the fom 
I= A + % x  + Cx‘  
The temperature gradlent of tne liquid at tne 1-v interface, x-0, Is then 
”) cig X=o = B  on 
me number and spaclng of the nodes at which the temperatures of tne lima are to be 
calculated, and wltn wnich the coefflclents A, 8, C, and D in Eq. (26) will be determinea, 
must next be specified SIX nodes were taken mltrarlly as being sufficient to man tne 
foa coefficients in Eq. (26). Intrttlvely, w s  nearest to the 1-v interface will give me 
most accurate value of the liquid temperature gradient at the I-v interface. The metnod 
used was to estimate a temperatuie penetration depth, 0 taken here to be tne depth at 
mien me dimensionless temperature mange compvted by equation (18) is 95% This is 
determined as: 
or 
s =  1.3 9 2 (aC)”2 
Tne actual penetration depth will be somewhat less man tnis value, since the actual system 
does not unaergo a single step change in surface temperature, but rather a transient change 
In surface temperature. The six equally spaced nodes are taken to be within tne 10% of tnis 
penetration depth nearest the 1-v interface, shown schematically In Fig. 6. 
NOW that the temperature of the liquid at each of the six noaes near the 1-v interface is 
known, the constants k+BC, and 0 of Eq. (26) may be aetermlnea A least squares 
algoritnm was used (Ref. 42 wnich determines tn- ~olynomial coefficients whim minimize 
me error between tne aata points and the polynorl.ial. 
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Appendix A describes a test program devised to evaluate the effect of tne fraction of 
penetration depth used when fitting a polynomial by computing tne accuracy of the 
polynomial in predicting the temperature gradient at the l-v interface. I'M temperature 
gradient obtained with the above promdm is cornpafed with the analytical value fora 
single step change in surface temperature, being tne most seuere test possible. 7his is 
done for different fractions of the penetration depth. Ftgures AT and A2 show that With 
the nodes spaced tn a region of 10% of the penetration aepth from Ure surface and using a 
third order order polynwnial, an enor of less tnan 05% in temperature gradient at the 
surface is mtalnea 
For the adiabatic model, the mass transfer at the interface is taken as zero, 8n6 the atwe 
analysis for the Interfacial mass transfer is not usecL 
When combined with the proper initial Cwrdltlom, equations (32 (8), (92 and (132 along with 
the liquid tempem= distribution0 provide a complete description of the vapor space 
These equations were numerically solved by computer. A program listing and aesxiption Is 
included in appendix B . A comparison of these results wim the experimental data 
available to date it presented below. 
The model de%ribed above differs primarily in two respects from previous models usea to 
predict Ure pressure r e s p m  of an initially saturated liquid vapor mixture vented to a 
v a m  in zero gravity. The most significant difference is the procedure used to 
approximate tne interfacial mass transfer. The present model abumes tne liquid to be a 
swni-infinite solid with a planar surface and a transient surface temperature determined 
from the coupling between the liquid conduction process and the vapor benavior. 
Dunammel's superpostion integral is used to incorporate me effect of a transient surface 
temperature in computing the liquid temperature profile. The interfacial mass flux Is tnen 
determined from the temperature gradient at me liquid-vapor interface. 
me sema dlfference from past models is that tne vapor temperature is mf assumed to be 
at me saturatlon temperature corresponding to the vapor pressure. This now couples the 
energy and contlnulty equations for tne vapor system and makes for a more difficult 
numerlcai solutlon. Tne effect of this cnange In assumption can be seen In flgures 7 and 80 
wnere DOVI tne mean vapor temperature and the instantaneous saturation temperatures 8re 
plottea for two test runs. me alfference between the vapor temperature and the saturation 
temgerature can De a< mucn a$ 30 degrees K. Tne v a q r  temperature 1s hlmer Umq tne 
satura'ilon temperature anu 1s tnus supemeatea. Slnce me Is Inversely proportional tQ vapor 
temperature, nlgner vapor ternp:atures result In sllgntly lower vent rates, and tnus slower 
ullage pressure drop. 
Comparison between the pressure response predictect by the present moctel, the present 
adiabatic model, and previous mWels (Ref. 1) are given in Table 1, together wiVr 
measurements obtained previously (Ref. 1) The data in Table 1 snows that tne proposed 
model gives pressure responses closer to the ewerimental data than does any previous 
: model. The (rata in Table 1 also shows that botn tne present moael am previous models 
incorporating interfacial mass transfer yiela better results man aoes the adiabatic model, 
wnich assumes no interfacial mass transfer. I t  is evldent tnat interfacial mass transfer 
must be Considered wnen using low vent rates such as tne ones used in this study. Hence, 
9 m m A L  PA= 
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it may be concluded that the proposed model better appro>dmates interfacial mass transfer 
tnan previous models, but the siteable error w i n  compared to the experimental data 
indicates that certain elements are still lacking in the deSCripti0n of the process. I t  is am 
psssbble that the experiments themselves should reexamined 
Acidltional detalled translent behavior of Runs 2 and 4 in Table 1 are plotted in figures 
evaporation rates In Figs. l3 and 14. Run 4 has a discharge area 22 times that for Run 2, 
approximately the same inltlal volume, and an initlal pressure approximately 10% higher. 
This is consistent with the Ngher pressure drop rate, higher vent rate, and higher 
evaporation rate mt occurs wiltn Run 4. 
Evaluation of this model assumes that the experimental data accurately describes the 
system belng modeled. Tne small test vessels used would tend to make the geometry of the 
system Important. Tne flow coefficients, Cd, were experimentally determined, and there Is 
no way of evaluating Wir accuracy. Future eqeriments should be conduced before 
mwing a f lna  evaluation of tne model proposed here. 
9-14, with System PressUreS in Figs. 9 Bnd 10, mt rates in Figs. 11 Bnd l2, Bnb 
CONCLUSION 
An analytical model was COnStnrCted to predict the pressure response of cyllndrical 
containers inltlally filled wltn a Saturated llqula-vwor mixture vented tb a vacuum unaer 
zero grav!ty conditions. me response predicted by this mooel was compared to that of 
previous moaels and to tne experimenu data obtalned at tne NASA Lewis Researactl 
Center. 
Previous models predicwd too large a pressure drop. me model proposed nere gives a 
pressure response closer to the experimental data tnan other models, but still predicts too 
large a pressure d-op. This means vlat the present model still underestimates the amant 
of interfacial mass transfer. Higher rates of evaporation will field a lower pressure Ump 
in the system h additonal source of vapor formation not considered in the present model 
is the thin liquid layer existing at the liquid-vapor-solid triple l f m l i n e  formed by a 
hemispnerical liquid-vapor interface. I t  can be e-cted that rapia evaporation would take 
place in this region, involving conduction effects from the container walls (neglected In the 
present analysis). This would reauce the pressure drop predicted by the moael, with 
pernaps better agreement with experlments COndUCted to date. 
Future experiments might be Considered for comparison with the present model in 
which tne presence of the triple interline would be rra!nimtzeo by using larger size vessels 
ano by CmduCting the experiments at standard e m  gravity. 
. 
Test Initial Nozzle Discharge Initial Initial find Final Final final Dinan- @nm- 
Run vapor dianetar coefTic. ullage ullage em. m d y .  past adiabatic tionless rlonlus 
w. No u o l w  prossure unp. presturo press, mdy. press. end.  
press. press drop press t.~,. 
n) n cd kpa K 16s kPa kPa kPa 
1 1.93E-4 0,406E-3 0.64 89.6 294.3 86.2 85.2 81.6 83.2 0.07 0.06 
2 2.01 0.889 0.69 87.9 294.7 70.3 64.4 56.3 56.1 0.31 0.25 
3 1.90 1.07 0.86 91.0 293.7 60.7 46.8 40.7 33.6 0.48 0.33 
4 1.93 1 .E 0.875 97.2 296.5 53.8 37.9 29.4 2l.8 0.62 0.46 
5 1.93 1.95 0.77 101.0 295.4 4 . 4  t1.4 U.l 5.3 0.78 0.57 
. 
vented ms 
Fiqure I. - S c m t i c  of typical 
test mtbiw. 
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Figure 2. - Sehermtic. orwing of wntir$ mael. 
Figure 0 .  - Interface region cmtrol uolune. 















Figure 6. - Location of nodes ir, liquid. 
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Figure 8 .  - Trans ient  Vapor and S a t u r a t i o n  Temperatures 
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Run No. 2 
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Figure 11. - Transient Vent Rate 
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Figure 1 2 .  - Transient Vent-Rate.  
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Figure 14. - Transient Interface Evaporation Rate. 
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EX6MIN6TION OF THIFfD ORDER CURVE FIT ACCURACY 
A test w8s run'to determine the  accuracy of the third order leest squares w e  
tit used in calculating the interfacial mass transPer. The test also determined the 
spacing of the nods in the liquid which would give! the best m e  fit. The 
temperature dis t r ibt ion in a semi-infinite solid with constant surface temperature Is 
derived in t h e  hNALYSIS and given by Eq. (18): 
From this the  temperature gradient at x 4  is: 
Equstion (62) represents WI exact solution for the  gradient. An approximate solution 
is mttained vie the  method described in flNALYS1S. The penetration depth is 
calculated. A percentage of this depth near the  surface is then divided into six 
equdly spaced nodes 6.t which the  temperature is calculeited. first, second, md third 
order curves ere f i t  to the  date obtained using different percentages of tht 
penetmtion depth. As can be expected.. the  calculated gradient and intercepts were 
most accurate when the  nodes were space closest to  the inttlfact, i.t. e small 
percertteQe of the  penetration depth. Figures A 1  end A2 show thd using e third 
order polynomial with nodes very close t o  the  interface give the best gradient end 
intercept results. 
Note t.hat equation (A2) gives the exact gradient for a semi-infinite solid with 8 step 
change in surface temperature. This can not be used in determining interfacial mess 
kmsf'er i:; the proposed mobel of this report since the  surface tempm?kture in reality 
iz a function of time. 
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The rmputer algorithn used to numerically solve the governing equations 
consists of a main proyram anb eight subroutines. The basic outline of the 
numerical solution is as follows. clt time= t# the vapor tenperatme and mass( 
Thus 
the state of the vapor and the interface are -fined and all thermadynamic 
properties can be determined. With the state at time=t conpletely Wined, 
values of ~ ( 1 )  rn ~ ( 2 )  at t=t + 0.05 are fm by solving the govemlng 
differential equations by a fourth-order Runge-lcutta mhod. win the values of 
Y ( 1 )  and Y ( 2 )  nor determined at timest + 0.05, this state is n o w  conpieteiy 
befimd, and the algorithm can be incremented by one time step and repeated. The 
following is a brief description of tne function of each subroutine. 
RuN"uE - A fourth order Runge-~utta algorithm to solve first crder differential 
equations with m-cMlstant coefficients. mis routine uses a fixed time step. 
with the time step being the independent variable. 
DEW - Calculates the derivatives of ~ ( 1 )  and Y ( 2 )  with respect to time for use 
in the RUNGE algarim. 
PROPS - Determines the necessaary thermodynamic properties of the working fluid, 
given vapor tenperatme, mass, and volume. me four basic equations used to 
calculate the properties are; vapor-pressure equation, equation of state, 
density of saturated liquid, and neat capacity of vapor(Ref .3 ). All properties 
can be determined from these eqmtlons(App.C). 
NEVrrS - The vapor-pressure equation is of the form P=f(Tsat). This routine 
uses the Newton-Rapson methm(Ref .4) to solve this equation for T=t8 given P. 
 NE^ - The equation of state is of the form P=f(v,Tv). This routine uses the 
NemmRapson method to solve the equation of state for the specific volume v, 
given P and Tv. These values of v are needed in PROPS to calculate internal 
energy and enthalpy. 
HAS - Determines tne rate of mass transfer across the liquid-vapor interface. 
AS discussed in ANFILYSIS, the liquid tenperatwe graaient at the interface I s  
needed to compute the interfacial mass transfer. DUrramnel's superposition 
integral and the one dimensional Conduction equation for a semi-infinite solla 
with a step change in surface temperature are used to conpute the temperatyre of 
L T -  liquid at various depths near the interface. A third order least squares 
curve fit(~ef.4) is Used to find the best curve through tnese points and thus 
the surface tenperatme gradient. 
SLUD -   long wltn StIR solves the system of equations Uescribing tne third 
order least squares curve fit. This routine computes the LU decomposition of the 
c6ef f lc lent matrix. 
SIR - Computes the solution to the system of linear equations A X 4  using 
iterative refinement. SLUO and SLIR are Called frOm the tlTS Numica1 Analysis 
Library(Ref .5). Similar routhes are readily available for users not on the tlTS 
net work (Ref. 4). 
Y O ) ,  Y(2) ) are knoun, along Uith the ullage volune, lshich is constant. 
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I n t e r f a c e  surface are6 
Nozzle cross sectional area 
Discharpt  coefficient 
Specific heat o f  vapor @ rV,P 
Enthalpy of evaporat ion 8 TS 
Enthalpy of vapm @ Is, P 
E n t h a l p j  of vapor @ TV,P 
Thermal conduct iv i ty  of l i q u i d  @ TS 
Mess flow rate o f  vapor vented 
Mass f l u x  acxoss 1-v i n t e r f a c e  
U l 1  age pressure 
Peference pressure 
Ideal  as constant  
Time 
Critical temper at ure 
Reference pressure 
S e t u r a t i o n  temperature 8 P 
Reference i n t e r n a l  energy 8 TR,PR 
I n t e r n a l  energy of  vapor Q TS,P 
I n t e r n a l  energy o f  vapor @ N , P  
Ullage volume 
Specific volune of l i q u i d  8 TS,P 
Specific volune of vapor @ TS,P 
Specitic volume of vctpor @ lV,P 
S p e c i f i c  volume of vapor @ TV, PR 
Mass of  ullage vapor 
Time r a t e  of change o f  vepw temp. 
Time r a t e  of change of vapor mass 
Tmper8tUe of  Ullage VWOX 
Units 
f t2  
f t 2  - 
f t-1 bf/slug-R 
f t - lbf /s lug 
f t-1 bf/slug 
f t-1 bf/SluQ 
1bfhec-R 
sl u w s e c  
sl ug/sec 
lbf / in2 
lbf/inZ 





f t-1 b f h l u g  
f t-1 bf/slug 
Pt-1 b f h l  Ug 
f t3  
f t 3Ah 
ft3Abm 
ft3Abn 
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d 
1 










SLUD, SLIR + 
Calculate I MI 
Cdculate Y(l),V(2) 
1 
I ] = I +  1 1 - T + 0.05 




























































L'ist ing of MAIN+... at 10:07:26 on APR 6, 1984 for CCid=SS3X 
e Of 
\r 
C READ IN CONSTANTS F@R FREON-11 VAPOR PRESSURE CURVE, EQUATION 




















REAL A(6) ,B(6) ,C(6) ,D(6) ,E(6) ,F(6) ,R,CK, 
1 SB,P,MS,TCRfT,TR,PR,CD,CC,AT,W,AS,KLTS 
CO~ON/ALPHA/A,B,C,D,E,F,R,CC,SB,CD,AT,W,TCRIT,~,PR, 
1 WTRPR , AS 
DATA A/0.0,-3.126729,-0.025341,0.001687277,~2.35893E~5, 
















REAL Y(Z),YP(2) ,A(6) ,B(6) ,C(6) ,D(6) ,E(6) ,F(6) ,R,CK, 
SB,P,MS,€RF(150,2),TCRIT,TR,PR,CD,CC,AT,~,AS,KLTS 
REAL MI ,ME,WKE,WMI ,LTS,TS,WMASS 
REAL 2 ( 4 )  
COMMON/ALPHA/A,B,C,D,E,F,R,CC,SB,CD,AT,U,TCRIT,TR,PR, 
UVTRPR, AS 
IN ERROR FUNCTION VALUES FOR USE IN SUBROUTINE MASS. DATA 
LOCATED IN FILE 'ERF'. 
DO 22 K=l,lO2 
READ(7,34) ERF(K,l),ERF(K,2) 





C TR , PR , UVTRPR I NI TI ALI ZED IN SUBROUTINE PROPS 
C 
C INITIALIZE T,Y(l),Y(2), AT TtO.0 SECONDS. 
C 
C SET AT AND CD, THE VARIABLES WHICH CONTROL VENT FLOW RATE. 
C SET W, THE ULLAGE VOLUME 




























































C UNITS: T IN SECS.,Y(l) IN RANKINE, Y(2) IN LBM, AT IN PT2, 
C W IN PT3. 
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES AT TfO.0 
C 
T=O . 0 
Y(1)=531.74 
Y(2)=0.00237026 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 




C WRITE OUT INPUT VALUES 
WRfTE(6,38) Y(l),'Y(Z),AT,W,CD 
38 FORMAT('1NfTIAL VAPOR TEMPERATURE IS',2X,F8.3,'RA!?KINEt/ 
1 'INITIAL VAPOR MASS IS' ,2XtE11.5,2X,'LBM'/ 
1 'NOZZLE AREA 1S',2X,Ell.5,2Xt'SQUARE FEET'/ 
1 'ULLAGE V O L W  1St,2X,E11.5,2X,'CUBIC FEET'/ 
1 'DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT ISt,2X,F6.2) 
C 




WRITE ( 6,73 
73 FORMAT(' ' 1  
71 FORMAT(*T1MEt,2X,'T VAPOR',4X,*TSAT',SX,'P VAPOR',3X, 
1 'VAPOR MASS',2X,'V€NT RATE',3X,.'EVAP RATE') 
72 FORMAT('SECS',3X,'KELVIN',4X,'KELVIN',3X,'PASCALS',6~,'KG'~ 




C THE FOLLOKING LOOP WILL BE RUN THROUGH 60 TIMES WITH A TIME STEP ; 
C OF 0.05 SECONDS. TOTAL TEST TIME BEING 3.0 SECONDS. 
c ! 
c USING A FOURTH ORDER RUNGE KUTTA METHOD TO EVALUATE THE INTEGRALS 
id 
DO 23 KL=1,60 
CALL RUNGE(Y,T,PP,P,MI,ME,ERF,TS) 
C 
C CONVERT UNITS FROM ENGLISH TO MKS AND WRITE OUT RESULTS 
C 
WTEMP= (Y (1 ) -459 .67 ) *5 /9 -17 .77778+  273.14 






C INCREMENT TIME 
C 





END I C C SiJBROUTINE RUNGE RUNS A 4TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD TO NUMERI- -* - -e - 



























































C CALLY SOLVE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE SYSTEX. 
C 
SUBROUTINE RUNGE(Y,T,YP,P,MI,ME,ERF,TS) 
REAL A(6) ,B(6) ,C(6) ,D(6) ,E(6) ,F(6) ,R,CK, 




1 UVTRPR , AS 
REAL ENDRKS ,MI ,ME 
2EAL KO(2) ,K1(2) ,K2(2) ,K3(2) ,Y(2) ,YP(2) ,NEW(2) 
H=O.O5 
C TIME STEP, H, SET AT 0.05 SEC 
C 
C COMPUTE FIRST APPROX OF SLOPE 
C 
ENDRKS=1.0 





C SECOND APPROX OF SLOPE ORtQ#41AL PA@ 131 






K 1 ,( 2 =H*YP ( 2 
C 








C FOURTH APPRO8 OF SLOPE 
C 
2( 1 )=I?( 1 )+K2 ( 1 
2(2)=Y(2)+K2(2) 
V=T+H 
CALL DERY ( C ,V,YP, P, MI ,ME, ENDRKS , , F , TS I 
K3(1)=H*YP(l) 
K3 (2 )=H*YP(2) 
C 
C PREDICT FUTURE Y BASED ON AN AVERAGE SLOPE 
C 







































































END ORIGINAL PA= tS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SUBROUTINE EVALUATES THE VALUES dY(l)/dt AND dP(2)/dt FOR EACH 
CALL FROM THE SUBROUTINE RUNGE. 
SUBROUTINE DERY ( Y ,  T, YP , P,Mf , Md, ENDRKS , ERF , TS) 
REAL ENDRKS 
REAL A(6) ,B(6) ,C(6) ,D(6) ,E(6) ,F(6) ,R,CK, 
1 SB,P,MS,ERF(150,2),TCRfT,TR,PR,CD,CC,AT,UV,AS,YLTS 
C 
C O M M O N / A L P H A / A , B , C , D , E , F , R , C C , S B , C D , A T , W , P R ,  







CALL SUBROUTINE PROPS TO FIND THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE 







CALL SUBROUTINE MASS TO COMPUTE THE MASS FLOW RATE ACROSS THE 






COMPUTE DY(l)/DT AND DP(2)/DT, TiIE DERIVATIVES OF VAPOR TEMPERATL 
AND VhPOR MASS WITH RESPECT TO Tim. i 
Y P ( l ) = ( H V T S P - W m P ) * M I / ( Y ( 2 ) * ~ ) + ( W T V P - / ( Y ( 2 ) ~ c ~  








SUBROUTINE PROPS COMPUTES THE THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF THE 










CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE TEMPERATURE AND PESSURE OF FREG 
"i '8.07 
F '  .74317 
Ti,--427,0 
CQMPUTE'SPECIFIC VOLUME OF ULLAGE VAPOR, FT3/LBM. 
9 




























































C COMPUTE ULLAGE PRESSURE FROM EQUATION OF STATE, KNOWING TEMPERATE 
C OF ULLA6E AND SPECIFIC VOLUME OF ULLAGE VAPOR , UNITS OF P ARE P! 
C 
P=R*Y( l)/(VvTVP-SB) +(A(Z)+B(Z)*Y( l )+C(2)*EaP(CC~u( l ) /TCRrT 
1 /((VVTVP-SB)**Z) +(A(3)+B(3)*U(l)+C(3)*~P(CC*Y(l)/TCRIT 
1 / ( (vVmp-S8)**3) +(A(4)+B(e)+P(l))/((WTVP-SB)++Q) 
1 + (A(s)+B(s)+P( 1 )+C(S)*EXP(CC+Y( ~)/TCRXT) I / (  (VVTVP-SB)+*S) 
C 
C C A U  THE NEWTONS METHOD SUBROUTINES To FIND TS,VVTSP,VVTVPR, AND 
C VVTSPR. THESE SPECIFIC VOLUMES ARE NEEDED FOR TH€ CALCULATION 
C OF ENTWLPP AND INTERNAL ENERGY. 
C 
t FOR TSAT, GIVEN PSAT. NEWTV SOLVES THE EQUATION OF STATE TOR 
C SPECIFIC VOLUME, GIVEN TEMPERATURE AND PRESSUR€ OF THE VAPOR. 
C UNITS ARE: TS IN DEGREES M I N E ,  SPEC. VOL. IN FT3/LBM 
C 
3 FORMAT( 3F 13.9) 
NEWTTS USES NEWTONS METHOD TO SOLVE TKE VAPOR PRESSURE EQUATION 
VTOL=O. 005 
TSTOLtO . 5 
CALL I r i s  (TSTOL , P 8 TS 
CALL m ( m L , P , T S , m S P )  
CALL N m ( m L , P R , P (  1 )  , m R )  
CALL NEWTV(VTOL,PR,TS,WTSPR) 
C 
C ASSIGN T E 2 W R A R Y  VALUES TO SPECIFIC VOLtJM€S AND TEMPERATORES TO C$ 
C INTERNAL ENERGY AND EHTHALPY 
C 
O W W L  PACE 1s 
OF: POOR QiALm 




























































C COMPUTE INTERNAL ENERGY AND ENTHALPY USING THE VALUES OF WV AND 
C 
C 
UNITS ARE FTZ/SECZ OR FT-LBF/SLUG 
uvTvp=wV(2)-wV(4)+wT(3)-wT(1)+uvTRpR 
w T S P ~ t J v ~ 3 ~ - w V ~ l ~ + w T ~ 2 ) - w T ~ l ~ + ~ R  
HVmP=WmP + P*144.0*32.174*VVTVP 
HVTSP=wTSP + P*144.0*32.174+WTSP 




CON= 1 - ( TS/TCRI T 
RHOL=€(l) +E(2)+CON**(l0/3.) +E(3)*CON**(2./3.) + 
VLTSP=32.1?4/RHOL 
1 E(C)*CON +E(S)*CON**(4./3.) 
C 
C COMPUTE DP/DT 
C 
C 
DPDT=(-D(2)*ALoG(lO.O)/(TS*t2.) +D(B)*ALOG(lO.) +D(3)/TS 
1 -D(S)*D(6)*ALoc(~(6)-TS)/(TS**2.) +D(5)/TS)*€XP(ALOG(lO.) 
1 *(D(l)+D(Z)/TS +D(4)*TS) +D(3)*ALOG(TS) +D(S)*(D(6)-TS)+ 
1 ALOG(D(6)-TS)/TS) 
C 
C COM-PUTE B'THALPY OF FORMATION 
C 
c IN FTZ/SEC~ 
C 
C 
C COKPUTE K, THERKAL CONDUCTIVITY OF THE LIQUID 




C COMPUTE CV, THE SPECIFIC HEAT, AT TEMPERATURE OF THE VAPOR 
C 
HFGTS=TS*(vvTSP-(VLTSP/32.174))*DPDT*144.0*32.174 
CVO=F( l)+F(2)/(Y( 1)**2.) +F(3)*Y( 1 )  +F(4)*Y(l)**2.+F(S)*(Y(-~ 
C 
C THE DO LOOP EVALUATES AN IhTEGRW; TO FIND SPECIFIC HEAT AT 7'V ! 
C RELATIVE TO THE SPECIFIC HEAT AT T-RELATIVE i 
C 1 
DO 357 L=2,4,2 
XCV ( L = Y  ( 1 1 * ( -CC/TC * * 2. *EXP ( CC*Y ( 1 /TC * ( -C ( 2 / ( XV ( L -SB f 
1 -C(3)/(2.*(mt(L)-SB)**Z0) -C(5)/(4*(~(L)-SB)**4.))*144.~3~, 3 










C COMPUTE CV, THE SPECIFIC HEAT CONSTANT 
C cv=cvo + xcv(2) - XCV(4) 
CVTvP=CV 
C 
C COMPUTE THE MASS FLOW RATE THROUGH 7'HE NOZZLE BASED ON THE BULK 



























































C PROPERTIES OF THE VAPOR 
C IN UNITS OF SLUGS/SEC 
C 
ORIGINAL PA= 
OF POOR Q U m  

















COMMON/ALPHA/A , B , C ,D, E, F , R, CC , SB , CD ,AT ,VU 8 T C  8m ,PR, 





C THIS ROUTINE USES N Z T O N S  METHOD TO FIND THE ROOTS OF THE 
C EQUATION OF STATE EQUATION, THE SPECIFIC VOLUME. 
C 
C INITIAL GUESS FOR SPECIFIC VOLUME 
C 
C 










C COMPUTE NEW SPECIFIC VOLUME 
C 
X=X-Z/DZDV 





REAL k(6) ,B(6) , C ( 6 )  ,D(6) ,E(6) ,F(6) ,R,CK, 
1 SB,P,MS,ERF(l50,2),TCRIT8TR,PR,CD,CC,kT,~,AS8KLTS 
C 





























































1 WTRPR , AS 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE USES NEWTONS METHOD TO FIND THE ROOTS OF THE 
C VAPOR-PRESSURE EQUATION: THE SATURATED TEMP CORRESPONDING TO 
C THE GIVEN P 
C 
C AN INITIAL GUESS FOR X ORlGiWL PA= Is 
C 
lb560.0 
OF POOR QUAurv 
C 
C USE NEWTONS METHOD UNTIL ERROR IS LESS THAN TSTOL 
C 
DO 35 R=1,7 
DZDT=(-D(P)*ALOG( 10,0)/(8*+2.) +D(4)*ALOG( 10,) +D(3)/X 
1 -DI 5 *D( 6) *ALOG(D( 6 )-8)/(X**2. ) +D( 5 )/XI *EXP(ALOG( 10, 
1 *(D( l)+D(Z)/X +D(4)*X) +D(3)*ALOG(X) +D(S)*(D(6)-X)* 
1 ALoC(D(6)-X)/Zt) 
1 D(S)*(D(6)-X)*ALoC(D(~)-~)/X) -PRESS 
Z=EXP( (D( 1)+D(2)/X +D(4)*X)*ALOG(lO.) +D(3)*ALOG(S) + 
C 
C C O W m  NEW VALUE FOR TEMP SATURATED 
C 
X=X-Z/DZDT 
IF(Z/DZDT .LT. ERROR) GO TO 75 





C THIS RODTINE COMPUTES THE MASS FLtnt ACROSS THE LIQUID VAOR INTER4 
C FACE, THE EVAPORATION RATE. DUIIAMIJLELS SUPERF'OOSITION INTEGRAL i4 
C USED IN APLYING THE SEMI-INFINITE SOLID WITH TRANSIENT SURFACE 
c TEMPERATURE. 
C IMPROVED MASS USING NEW INDICXES TO GIVE PHI(l)=TS 
C 
1 4  
SUBROUTIN€ MASS (Y, T,TS HFGTS , KLTS VLTSP,MI ,EmRKS 
COMMON/ALPHA/A,B,C,D,E,F,R,CC,SB,CD,AT,U, 
1 UVTRPR ,AS 
REAL ENDRKS 
REAL PHI ( 6 )  ,KLTS,MI ,ERF( 150,2) ,THETA( 100) 
REAL U( 10,lO) ,KT( 10,lO) ,=( 10) ,m( 10) ,m( 10) 







NN=(T+0.01)/0.05 + 1 
IF(NN.LT.2) SAVED=O.O 
NN IS THE NUMBER OF TIME STEPS WHICH HAVE TAKEN PLACE UP TILL NOFI 1 
COMPUTE MASS FLOW RATE 1 TIME PER RUNGE-%U"TA STEP 
fF(ENDRKS.EQ. 0.0) GO TO 123 
C 
C 
THETA (NN 1 =TS 
IF(NN.LT.2) GO TO 123 
C 



























































C AS IS THE LIQUID SURFACE AREA IN PT2 
C 
C CALCULATE SPECIFIC HEAT OF LIQUID BY LINEAR CURVE FIT 
C 
C 
C CALCULATE AALPHA, THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY 
C 
C 
C COMPUTE THE DEPTH AT WHICH THE TEMPERATURES IN TNE FLUID 
C WILL BE APPROXIMATED. THE PENETRATION DEPTH IS FOUND, AND THEN 1 
C OF TEIS VALUE IS USED AS THE RSZ-ON IN WHICH THE TEMPERATORES W f  
C BE DETERMINED. THIS DEPTH IS THEN DIVIDED INTO 6 LOCATIONS. 
C 
C 8 
C COWUTE TEMP AT SIX LOCATIONS, STARTING AT THE LIGUID-VAPOR IN- 
C TERFACE USING DUHAMMEL'S SUPERPOSITION APPLIED TO A SEMI-INFINITE 
C SOLID WITH TRANSIENT SURFACE TEMPERATORE 
AS=0.0599332 





DO 88 I=1,6 
DEU=(I-l)* DEPTH 
C 
C IF TIME=O.O, LIQUID IS UNIFORM TEMP AT TSkT 
C 
IF(T.EQ.O.O) PHI (I)=TS 
ff(T.EQ.O.0) GO TO 88 
C OR-AL PA= 1s 




C FIND ERF(VAL) 
C 
PHI(I)=THETA(l). 
DO 90 K=2,NN 
DELT=T-(K-2)*0.05 
VAL=DELX/(2.*(DELT*AALPHA)**O.S/ 
DO 77 J=1,102 




83 ERFVALpERF ( J- 1 , 2  + ( ERF ( J,2 -ERF ( J- 1 , 2  
19 ERFCSI-ERFVAL 
* (VAL-ERF ( 3- 1 , 1 ) / : i 1 (ERF(J,~)-ERF(J-~,~)) 
C 
PHI (I)~(THET~(K)-THETA(K-~))*ERFC+PH~(~) 
IF(K.GT.70) GO TO 90 
90 CONTI NU€ 
88 CONTINUE 
C 
C SET UP THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX FOR A LEAST SQUARES THIRD 
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C IN ORDER FOR MORE ACCURATE MARTRIX ARITHMETIC, THE VALUES OF PHI 
C WILL BE SCALED DOWN TO THE SAME ORDER OF MAGNITUDE AS THAT Ot 
C DELTA X. 
C 
C WRfTE(6,65) THETA(1) 
C wRITE(6,65) TS 
DO 66 II=1,6 
PHI (11 )=PHI ( 1 1  )-THETA(I 1
C WRITE(6,65) PHI (If) 
65 FORMAT (F 15.6 






1 +25*PHI (6)) 
1 +125*PHI (6)) 
MB( 3) =DEPTH**2* (PHI (2 +4*PHI ( 3  )+9*PHf (4)+ 16*PH1( 5) 
MB(4)=DEPTH**3*(PHI(2)+8*PHI(3)+27*PHI(C) +64*PHI(5) 
C 
C CALL THE SUBROUTINES SLUD AND SLIR. SLUD COMPUTES THE LU-DECOMP- 
C OSITION OF THE MATRIX U. SLIR COMPUTES A SOLUTION TO TNE SYSTEM 










DTDXO=MX ( 2 ) 
SAVEDPDTDXO 




C SEh’TED BY MX(2). 
C 
CONUTE MASS FLOW RATE BASED ON THE SLOPE AT THE INTERFACE, REPRE-! 
1 
124 MI=AS*KLTS*DTDX~/HFGTS 
































































INITIAL VAPOR TEMPERATURE I S  531.740RANKfNE omML pAQE is 
INITIAL VAPOR MASS IS  0.23703E-02 LBM 
NOZZLE AREA I S  0.31490E-04 SQUARE FEET OF POOR QUALITY 
ULLAGE VOLUME IS 0.68154E-02 CUBIC FEET 
DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT IS 0.77 
TIME T VAPOR TSAT P VAPOR VAPOR MASS VENT RATE EVAP ??A? 
SECS KELVIN KELVIN PASCALS KG KG/SEC KG, SI 
0.05 295.3511 294.1243 91584.75 0.00102505 0.97523-03 0.0 
0.10 295.3027 292.8953 87597.38 0.00097898 0.93283-03 0.3253E-0 
0.15 295.2554 291.7068 83870.31 0.00093605 0.89323-03 0.5444€-cf 
0.20 295.2085 290.5537 80373.00 0.00089588 0,85613-03 0,71333- 
0.25 295.1621 289.4314 77084.81 0.00085822 0.82113-03 0.8537E- 
0.30 295.1165 288.3411 73989.19 0.00082285 0.78823-03 0.9737E-C3 
0.35 295.0713 287.2834 71085.00 0.00078975 0.75743-03 0.1108E-d 
0.40 295.0264 286.2517 68333.63 0.00075845 0.7281E-03 O.117OE-d 
0.45 294.9817 285.2500 65745.81 0.00072908 0.70063-03 O.127OE-C1 
0.50 294.9373 284.2720 63295.86 0.00070133 0.67463-03 0.1327E-G 
0.55 294.8931 283.3237 60991.94 0.00067529 0.65013-03 0.1415E-G 
0.60 294.8489 282.4033 58814.86 0.00065071 0.626%-03 0.1472€-~ 
0.65 294.8049 281.5078 56759.19 0.00062755 0.60513-03 0.1528E-c 
0.70 294.7610 280.6326 54806.49 0.00060558 0.58433-03 0.15543-0 
0.75 294.7170 279.7825 52959.86 0.00058484 0.56473-03 0.1597E-C 
0.80 294.6731 278.9617 51223.87 0.00056536 0.5462E-03 0.1661E-(3 
0.85 294.6292 278.1584 49571.90 0.00054686 0.5286E-03 0.1674E-O] 
0.90 294.5852 277.3801 48010.46 0.00052938 0.51203-03 0,1710E-D, 
0.35 294.5415 276.6360 46552.53 0.00051309 0,49653-03 0.17853-0, 
1.00 294.4976 275.9126 45170.95 0.00049767 0.4818E-03 0,1808E- 
1.05 294.4534 275.2104 43861.89 0.00048307 0.4679E-03 0.1830E- 
1.10 294.4092 274.5315 42624.61 0.00046929 0.4548E-03 0.18583- 
1.15 294.3645 273.8606 41428.80 0.00045598 0.4420E-03 0.18233- 
1.20 294.3198 273.2078 40293.94 0.00044336 0.83003-03 0.1837E-0 
1.25 294.2751 272.5894 39239.15 0.00003164 0,41873-03 0.1901E-01 
1.30 294.2300 271.9839 38228.84 0.00042042 0.4080E-03 0.1892E-01 
1.35 294.1846 271.3858 37248.34 0.00040955 0.3976E-03 0,1854E-0( 
1.40 294.1389 270.8091 36328.45 0.00039935 0.38783-03 O.lB89E-q 
1.45 294.0933 270.2588 35464.63 0.00038979 0.37863-03 0.1920E-0; 
1.50 294.0471 269.7190 34633.59 0.00038059 0.36983-03 0.1903E-0 
1.55 294.0010 269.2026 33853.73 0.00037196 0.3615E-03 0.1932E-0 
1.60 293.9543 268.7019 33110.49 0.00036375 0.3536E-03 0.19333-0 
1.65 293.9075 268.2014 32380.82 0.00035569 0.3458B-03 0.1886E-0 
1.70 293.8604 267.7234 31696.46 0.00034814 0.3385E-03 0.1912E-0, 
1.75 293.8127 267.2688 31055.70 0.00034107 0.3317B-03 0.1938E-0 
1.80 293.7651 266.8276 30445.05 0.00033434 0.32523-03 0.1939E-0; 
1.85 293.7170 266.3921 29850.50 0.00032779 0.3189E-03 0.191lE-0’ 
1.90 293.6687 265.9607 29271.58 0.00032141 0.31273-03 0.188QE-0 
1.95 293.6201 265.5596 28741.83 0.00031559 0.30713-03 0.1934E-01 
2.00 293.5713 265.1802 28247.04 0.00031014 0.30183-03 0.1957E-Oi 
2.05 293.5220 264.7917 27748.74 0.00030467 0.2965E-03 O.1897E-Oi 
2.10 293.4724 264.4243 27283.37 0.00029955 0.29163-03 0.1919E-0. 
2.15 293.4226 264.0605 26828.18 0.00029455 0.2868E-03 0.1892E-0; 
2.20 293.3726 263.7139 26401.30 0.00028987 0.2822B-03 0.1909E-01 
2.25 293.3223 263.3708 25983.02 0.00028528 0.27783-03 0.1883E-Oi 
2.30 293.2715 263.0532 25601.21 0.00028110 0.2737E-03 0.1921E-0 
2.35 293.2205 262.7253 25212.00 0.00027683 0.2696E-03 0.1864E-0 
2.40 293.1692 262.4270 24861.89 0.00027300 0.2659E-03 0.1911E-0 
2.45 293.1177 262.1365 24524.09 0.00026930 0.2623B-03 0.1902E-0 
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Four governing equations yere obtained fran DuQont, (Ref. 3) for R - i t .  the 
equation of sub# p e m  -8 d@%lty of the m m t e d  liquid# 
and the neat oapaclty of uie VaQOr. 
P=P(v,T); equatlm of state. 
Psat =Psat( Tsat ); vmr-pressure curve. 
ft f; (&> 
cv: - C”, (T)  ; heat capacity of vapor. 
density Of =tUrat.&l liquid. 
From these four equations, and given Tv and mv, the thermodynamic properties of 
the liquia and vapor may be aetenined 8s follows. Refer t o  Fig. Cl, a T-S 
aiagran~ to  iaentify tne states wing determined. 
VV 
1) U V  ( t r , P )  = - f n V  
2) P=P(v,Tv); determine system pressure from equation of state. 
3; Tsat=Tsat(o); determine fsat from ~por-pressure curve. 
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Figure CL- T-S diagram for themdynamic property calculations. 
I n  order to evaluate the effect of interfacial mass transfer on the ullage 
pressure response, an adiabatic model was constructed. Derivation I s  identical 
to that of the interfacial mass transfer model discussed in tne M Y S I S  section 
of this report, except that ths evaporation rate, hi, is as- to be zero. 
me contlnulty equatlwL Eq. 0). then be#mes 
These two equations, m i n e d  rsith Eq.(9) no@ define the vapor space behsvior. 
me computer algorithm I n  App. B is easily -if@ t o  solve these governing 
equations. me WSS smroutlne, uhim calculates mi, is removed and in place Is 
put i ib0.0. TM remainder of tne program is uncnarrged. 
(IppOsIX E 
Fls discussed earlier, the critical element i n  modeling the pressure 
response of  a cylinder i n i t i a l l y  filled w i t h  a s u t u r a t e d  mixture and slawly 
vented is the method used t o  eva lua te  i n t e r f a c i a l  mass transfer. Labus, et al 
(Qef. 1) used t h e  equat ion 
T h s  equation w a s  obtsine-d try simplifiring en m d y t i a  expressim far the 
interfacial mass transfer during depres su r i za t ion  fa an i n f i n i t e l y  plana 
interface oStainsd by Thanas and Morse [Ref. 8) .  Now, a s s m i n g  t h a t  there is 
no heat transPer across t h e  in t e r f ace ,  equat ions f 11) snb ( 1 Z j  q a i n  apply 
I 
With the d e f i n i t i o n  a=Wpc, equation ( E l )  becomes 
Equation (€41 is t n e  ternperatL-e gradient of the l i q u i d  at t h e  in t e r f ace ,  and 
is precisely t h e  temperature q a d i e n t  at t h e  surface of a semi-infinite planar  
S o l i d  undergoing b step ChanQe i n  surface temperature{rtf .2) .  But, the-system 
being modeled undergoes a t r a n s i e n t  change i n  surface temp@rstLne. Hence, 
sme xlethod of' i n c o r p o r r t i n g  t h i s  t r a n s i e n t  effect, such as D u n m e l ' s  
superposi t ion i n t e g r a l  NUS: be employed for  proper appl icaio; ,  3 equation 
IE4j. 
It1 deriving equat ion ( E l j ,  Lsbus, et al made 8 number of r tsswptions which 
greatly reduced t h e  carrlplexity of' t h e  equation derived by Thmss and Morse. It 
wis assumed t h a t  1vrTse.t @ Pv. The effect of this assumption wbs discusssed 
earlier. f h o ,  0 term i n  the  o r i g i n a l  expression of Thomas and Morse was 
ciropped, assuming t h e  effect o f  that term t o  be n e g l i g i b l e .  The v a l i d i t y  o f  
t h i s  assunption WBS not ei:aluated. The equation der ived by Thmm and Morse 
wes not used i n  the present work. Future models m 8 y  w i s h  t o  evaluate  t h e  
behwior of this equation in it's Complete form. PAGE fs 
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